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Law360 Highlights Expansion of DC Office, Overall
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Stinson LLP Managing Partner Allison Murdock is featured in a Law360 DC Pulse article, "Stinson Leader
On Firm's Continued DC Expansion."

The article highlights the firm's overall growth, with a particular focus on the firm's growth in DC, and
provides insight on the depth and enhanced legal capabilities building across each of the firm's offices.

"The demand has been across various practice areas," Murdock said. "It wasn't only a need in DC but across
the entire firm and our entire client base that brings folks to the DC office and to the firm."

Murdock also notes that the firm has focused on hiring attorneys with corporate and financial services
backgrounds and says demand is growing for attorneys who specialize in regulatory FinTech matters. "We
continue to be very busy in the corporate finance area, and with M&A," she said. "Energy has been busy, and
litigation, of course, has picked up since COVID. All of our financial services practices, whether they're
litigation-focused or more corporate-focused, have seen a lot of activity."

Murdock said the firm plans to continue to expand its geographical footprint, which includes growing the
recently established Tampa office as well as exploring opportunities on the West Coast.

Murdock serves as the managing partner of Stinson LLP and holds ultimate responsibility for all aspects of
the firm's operations and performance, including development and implementation of the firm's strategic
initiatives. Her focus is on leading and growing a client-focused and community-engaged firm. In addition
to serving as the firm's managing partner, Murdock is a member of its board of directors and executive
committee.

https://www.stinson.com/people-AllisonMurdock
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Sign in to Law360 to read the full article.
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REL ATED CAPABILITIES

Antitrust

Banking & Financial Services

Bankruptcy & Creditors' Rights

Business Litigation

Corporate Finance

Energy

FinTech, Payments & Financial Products

Government Contracts & Investigations

Immigration

Labor, Employment & Benefits

Mergers & Acquisitions

Private Business
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